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List of experiments

1&2. Part programming on CNC machine and execution of part
program for machining given profile.

3.     Programming of robots for various applications.

4.     Part Modeling using some of the Modeling techniques.

5.     Component Assembly in CAD and Generating & Modifying
drawings

6.     To learn Simple Auto lisp Programs.

7.     To Create Blocks and External Reference.

8.     To Study Simulation Packages
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EXPERIMENT NO.1 & 2













EXPERIMENT NO.3

AIM: Programming of robots for various applications.

Steps Move or signal Comments

Step 1 1,1 Start at home position
Step 2 8,1 Move to wait position
Step 3 WAIT 11 Wait for press to open
Step 4 8,8 Move to pickup point
Step 5 SIGNAL 5 Signal gripper to close
Step 6 8,1 Move to safe position
Step 7 SIGNAL 4 Signal press to actuate
Step 8 1,1 Move around press column
Step 9 1,8 Move to tote pan
Step 10 SIGNAL 6 Signal gripper to open
Step 11 1,1 Move to safe position

Each step in the program is executed in sequence, which means that SIGNAL and
WAIT commands are not executed until the robot moved to the point indicated in the
previous step.

Above written programs seems to look like computer programs. This is for convenience
in our explanation of the programming principles. The actual teaching of the moves and
signals is accomplished by leading the arm through the motion path and entering the non
motion instructions at the control panel or with the teach pendant. In the majority of
industrial applications today, robots are programmed using one of the lead through
methods. Only with the textual language programming do the programs read like
computer program listings.

The operation of the gripper was assumed to take place instantaneously so that its
actuation would be completed before the next step in the program was started. Some
grippers use a feedback loop to ensure that the actuation has occurred before the
program is permitted to execute the next step. A WAIT instruction can be programmed
to accomplish this feedback.



Figure: Robot work space for press unloading operation

An alternative way to address this problem is to cause the robot to delay before
proceeding to the next step. In this case, the robot would be programmed to wait for a
specified amount of time to ensure that the operation had taken place. The form of the
command for this second case has a length of time as its argument rather than an input
line. The command

DELAY X SEC

Indicates that the robot should wait X seconds before proceeding to the next step in the
program



EXPERIMENT NO.4

AIM: Part Modeling using some of the Modeling techniques.

Procedure for Pro-E modeling

Step 1:- Draw rectangle with specify dimension l60mm x 100mm.

Step 2:- Extrude with specify dimension 12mm.

Step 3:- Draw two rectangles with dimension 20mm x 100mm on its corners.

Step 4:- Extrude with specify dimension 100mm.

Step 5:- Fillet the corners of these rectangles using round tool with dimension 50 mm.

Step 6:- Select side plane as a reference.

Step 7:- Draw circle with diameter 30.

Step 8:- Cut Extrude the circle using through all option.

Step 9:- Draw a plane exactly in middle of a bigger rectangle

Step 9:- Draw a preparatory open sketch on this work plane.

Step 10:- Use Rib tool to draw rib on its edge with 10mm thickness

Step 11:- Save the file





EXPERIMENT NO.5

AIM: Component Assembly in CAD and Generating & Modifying drawings

Figure: Mold Assembly



EXPERIMENT NO.6

Aim: To learn Simple Auto lisp Programs.

A program to select a Line entity, a Text entity, and then rotate the text entity based on
the angle of the line.
;LTR.lsp - select a Line entity and a Text entity then
rotate the text entity based on line angle.

(defun C:LTR()

;turn off the system echo
(setvar "cmdecho" 0)

;display a message on the command line
(princ "\n Select LINE with Correct Angle.")

;let the user select one entity
(if (setq eset(entsel))

(progn

;get the entity name from the entsel command
(setq en(car eset))

;get the DXF group codes of the selected entity
(setq enlist(entget en))

;check to see if a LINE was selected
(if(= "LINE" (cdr(assoc 0 enlist)))

(progn

;display a message on the command line
(princ "\n Select TEXT to Match Line Angle.")

;let the user select one entity
(if(setq eset2(entsel))

(progn

;get the starting point of the line
(setq ept1(cdr(assoc 10 enlist)))

;get the end point of the line
(setq ept2(cdr(assoc 11 enlist)))

;get the angle from the end points of the line
(setq ang1(angle ept1 ept2))

;get the entity name from the entsel function
(setq en2(car eset2))



;get the DXF Group Codes of the entity
(setq enlist2(entget en2))

;change the angle in the text entities DXF
group codes

(setq enlist2(subst (cons 50 ang1)(assoc 50
enlist2)enlist2))

;update the text entity
(entmod enlist2)

)

;if the second entity wasn't selected...

(princ "\n Select Text Entity Please. Program
Aborted.")

)
)
;if the first entity wasn't a line

(princ "\n Enitity selected was not a LINE. Program
Aborted.")

)
)
;if the first entity wasn't selected

(princ "\n Nothing selected. Program Aborted.")
)
;reset the system echo

(setvar "cmdecho" 1)

;suppress the last echo
(princ)
)

;End of Program



EXPERIMENT NO.7

Aim: To Create Blocks and External Reference.

An X-ref is an ‘external reference' to another AutoCAD drawing file. One file can
reference many other files and display them as if they were one. These are used in larger
projects for many reasons:

 They keep the file sizes down.
 They allow many users to work on individual components of a project.
 Every time an X-ref is loaded, it is the most recent version of the drawing.
 X-ref's can be updated, added, or unattached from the main drawing at any time.
 You can X-ref drawings that they themselves X-ref other drawings (nesting).

In these days of networks and the Internet, many projects are produced this way. People
from anywhere in the world can collaborate on a project in real time.

The first thing to do is to ATTACH the X-ref. This means that you are linking another
drawing to your current one. Do this by starting the XFEF (XR) command. When you
start the command, you will see the palette shown in figure

ATTACH – Attaches another X-ref.

DETATCH – Detaches the selected X-ref.



RELOAD – Updates the selected X-ref - use this if the Xref was changed.

UNLOAD – Removes the X-ref, but retains the reference for future use.

BIND – Permanently attaches a loaded X-ref, so that it is part of the drawing.



EXPERIMENT NO.8

AIM: To Study Simulation Packages

Costly and laborious prototyping hinders a design team, resulting in compromised
schedules and budgets. Through Pro/ENGINEER Mechanica, we can better understand
product performance, and accommodate the digital design accordingly -- all without
needing a specialist’s FEA-background.

For a two dimensional problem, the governing physical law or principle might be
expressed by a partial differential equation (PDE), for example

that is valid in the interior of the region R. The solution to the problem must satisfy
some boundary conditions or constraints, for example T = T(x,y), prescribed on the
boundary B. Both interior and exterior boundaries might be present and can be
arbitrarily shaped.

Note that this governing PDE may be (and usually is!) the result of simplifying

Note that this governing PDE may be (and usually is!) the result of simplifying
assumptions made about the physical system, such as the material being homogeneous
and isotropic, with constant linear properties, and so on.

In order to analyze this problem, the region R is discretized into individual finite
elements that collectively approximate the shape of the region, as shown in Figure 1(b).
This discretization is accomplished by locating nodes along the boundary and in the
interior of the region. The nodes are then joined by lines to create the finite elements. In
2D problems, these can be triangles or quadrilaterals; in 3D problems, the elements can
be tetrahedral or 8-node "bricks". In some FEA software, other higher order types of
elements are also possible (e.g. hexagonal prisms). Some higher order elements also



have additional nodes along their edges. Collectively, the set of all the elements is called
a finite element mesh. In the early days of FEM, a great deal of effort was required to set
up the mesh. More recently, automatic meshing routines have been developed in order to
do most, if not all, of this tedious task.

Starting from the simplified geometric model, there are generally several steps to be
followed in the analysis. These are:
1. Identify the model type
2. Specify the material properties, model constraints, and applied loads
3. Discretize the geometry to produce a finite element mesh
4. Solve the system of linear equations
5. Compute items of interest from the solution variables
6. Display and critically review results and, if necessary, repeat the analysis

We have applied 100 pound load on both sides below

Now in Pro Mechanical we shall consider only structural analysis












